GENERAL INFORMATION COVER SHEET

INSPECTION CODE F92 EVENT NO. 4/1/8298

COMPANY NAME UBB Performance Coal Co

MINE NAME UBB

MINE I.D. NUMBER 46-08436

DATE(S) OF MINE FILE REVIEW 07-01-97

D STATUS Y CITATION/ORDER NO. ______________ DATE ______________

DATES OF INSPECTION: began 09-05-97 completed 09-05-97

PRE-INSPECTION CONFERENCE DATE 09-05-97

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Gary May

MINERS REPRESENTATIVE(S) ______________________________

POST-INSPECTION CONFERENCE DATE 09-05-97

COMPANY REPRESENTATIVE(S) Gary May

MINERS REPRESENTATIVE(S) ______________________________

COMMENTS: 10 3(1) Spot 15 Day Spot

INSPECTOR INITIAL ________ SUPERVISOR D & I PR-9-08
DAILY COVER SHEET

DATE 07.05.04           EVENT NO. 11/1243

ARRIVED AT THE MINE 0930          DEPARTED FROM THE MINE 1500

LIST RECORD BOOKS CHECKED: Pre-shift Records 7/13/04

ACCOMPANIED BY: COMPANY REP: [Redacted]

MINERS REP: [Redacted]

AREAS OF INSPECTION ACTIVITY:

Traveled to Perform Coal Cy UBR
1/6-8/9 36 For inspection 15-day Spot 103(4)

Upon arrival I informed Company that I was conducting a 103(1) Spot.

Traveled to NO# Section Checker Pan (7)
Not many Chp 0.270 0.2.70-4

All other Face Clear. TMD's of pre-shift 5.06-8.9 read and observed.

And clear-out in man within company may
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